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above Sectional view of No.42 fuze showing
mechanism. (Author)

left Construction of the No.42 fuze; pulling
out the striker (top) lit the slow-burning
compound within the drum, firing the detonator
after 90 seconds. (Crown Copyright – AP 3196)

right A No.42 fuze
was used in Upkeep to
act as a self-destruct

firing the detonator (1.3kg of CE) to initiate the
main charge to destroy the mine. If dropped
‘safe’, the Bowden cable was dropped with the
mine so the tape was not lit. The No.42 fuze
was fitted in Upkeep’s central exploder pocket
(on the axis of rotation) to allow the mine to be
spun up without the fuze being lit; the Bowden
cable was connected (through the centre of
the support disc) to a fuzing unit mounted on
the outside of the forward arm, and so would
be pulled out at the moment of release as
the calliper arms opened. Five aircraft were
brought down en route to the Ruhr, four of
these over land, and in three of these the
bomb was destroyed either in the crash or
by operation of the self-destruct mechanism.
However, it seems that Barlow’s Upkeep
stayed attached to the calliper arm so the fuze
was not activated, allowing the Germans to
recover his mine and learn all of its secrets (it is
possible that the fuze had not been armed, but
this should have been done when crossing the
enemy coast).

The Type 464 Provisioning
Lancaster

mechanism; the
standard 30-second

Originally, authorisation was given for the
conversion of 30 Avro Lancaster heavy

delay was extended to
90 seconds. (Author)

above This early draft Type 464 Lancaster installation shows the relative
positions of the spherical Upkeep (including lifting harness), hinges and
calliper arms, although the latter would be a simpler shape in practice.
(BAE SYSTEMS via Avro Heritage Centre)

bombers for the Dams Raid, but only 23 were
actually converted, under the supervision of
Roy Chadwick, designer of the Lancaster.
As this was a Vickers project, the special
Lancasters were assigned the Vickers Type
464 (all Vickers projects were allocated a type
number in roughly chronological order) and
also given the nondescript codename
‘Provisioning Lancaster’.
The aircraft were Lancaster B.IIIs (with four
Packard Merlin 28 engines, each delivering
1300hp) with modifications carried out by Avros
on the production line, and the additional parts
being manufactured or supplied by Vickers
(although the three prototype aircraft were
modified by Vickers engineers at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough); late
alterations were made at RAF Manston (trials
station) and RAF Scampton (operational station).
The modifications were mostly additions and
detail changes, and involved little alteration to the
main structure of the aircraft, aiding the planned
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The electric release cable and another
cable for manual release ran along the sling,
passing through support eyes attached to
each of the bolts. After release of the bomb,
when closing the bomb bay doors, it was
found that the sling hung down between the
doors, leading to damage to the door edges
as they were closed. To prevent this, ropes
were attached to the ends of the sling and,
after dropping the bomb, a member of the
aircrew would use these to pull up the ends of
the sling before the doors were closed (rubber
bungees had been tried to pull up the ends
automatically after release, but these did not
work well).
Other changes included the addition of a
manual release handle in the bomb aimer’s
compartment (used if the electric release
mechanism failed), and the fitting of a springloaded steel dowel in the roof of the bomb
bay. The dowel prevented the bomb from
moving forward or back from its original
position near the aircraft’s centre of gravity,
although on at least one occasion it was not
engaged correctly, causing the bomb to slip
and the aircraft to abort its sortie; the dowel
was also fitted with an internal indicator to

This diagram shows the detail of the
bomb slip and sling used to carry Tallboy
and Grand Slam; note the exchangeable
links to alter the length of the sling, and
positioning dowel at the top. (Crown
Copyright via RAF Museum – AP 1661)

above The RAF
Museum holds
this sling for the
earthquake bombs,
though this example
does not include the
bomb slip. (Author)
left Detail of the
construction of the
sling. (Author)

left The bomb
slip, from another
example held by the
RAF Museum. (RAF
Museum)
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When the Second World War broke out, aeronautical
engineer Barnes Wallis asked himself what he could do to
shorten the war. His answer was to develop a range of
air-delivered weapons to attack enemy targets that until then
were invulnerable to conventional bombs and bombing.
The Ruhr dams in Germany were one such group of vital
strategic targets and in one of Wallis’s characteristic flashes
of genius he provided the means to attack and destroy
them. His ‘bouncing bombs’ were dropped by the
Lancasters of 617 Squadron on 16–17 May 1943, smashing
open the Möhne and Eder dams – the raid became the stuff
of legend.
After the dams raid, the RAF retained 617 Squadron as a
special operations unit, which soon acquired the sobriquet of
the ‘Dam Busters’ and was selected to drop another new
type of bomb, the 12,000lb ‘Blockbuster’, which for a short
time was the largest weapon in the RAF’s armoury. This was
followed by the so-called ‘earthquake’ bombs – the 12,000lb
‘Tallboy’ and massive 22,000lb ‘Grand Slam’ – probably the
most effective non-nuclear bombs of the war. They were
dropped with success by 617 Squadron and 9 Squadron on
a variety of crucial targets including the Nazi V‑weapon sites,
U‑boat pens, bridges and the formidable battleship Tirpitz.
Dr Iain Murray applies the familiar Haynes Manuals
treatment to provide rare insights into the wartime worlds of
specialist bomb design and development, and their delivery
by the RAF. With a comprehensive selection of rare archive
photographs and technical drawings, and specially
commissioned artwork, he re-tells the legendary ‘Dam
Busters’ story through the medium of the technology that
made it all possible.
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Dr Iain Murray is a lecturer in the School of Computing at
the University of Dundee. He is the author of Bouncing
Bomb Man: The Science of Sir Barnes Wallis (Haynes,
2009). Iain has acted as a consultant for a number of TV
productions featuring wartime weapons. He lives in Dundee.
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A guide to the weapons technology used against the dams
and the special targets of Nazi-occupied Europe

